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1. Employee motivation and retention strategies at Microsoft . and plans still needed the acknowledgement from the
corporate leaders. This was changed to.

This could be strong reason because majority of decisions were taken by company head. Since its inception,
Microsoft was appreciated for its employee-friendly HR human resource practices. Customized manager
training to enhance coaching and mentoring skills. Individuals have tendency to relate their efforts and results
with others to eliminate any inequities Adams , cited in Ramlall, , p. While the United States dosen't have such
legislation, a lot of the big tech companies have instated paid maternal and paternal leave. Individual are
always concerned about what they receive, in response to their efforts and tend to compare with other. Since
its inception, Microsoft was appreciated for its employee-friendly Human Resource HR practices. Coaching
on career development through ongoing manager connections. Over the period of time there may be different
sub cultures in organisation as it grows in size. Organisation are constantly working in these areas and
formulating different types of strategies to motivate and retain employees. Then they may reduce their inputs
effecting output work. Put figure 2 here. Bibliografische Informationen. Minimize your turnover rate, as it was
growing. Put figure 1 here Successful CEOs understand the relationship between behaviour, strategy, and high
performance, and they place these elements at the heart of organisation, to ensure that culture is source of
competitive advantage. However, as the company grew rapidly in size, it lost the popular elements of its work
culture, according to HR experts. Some Small Perks Every little thing a company can do to make their
employees more comfortable counts. Levin and Gottlieb argued that organisation culture can be an
insurmountable hurdle in implementing strategic change in organisation. Sense of considering their work
would be increased. Due to market opportunities and competition it is employees have different options to
swap organisation. Considering the low morale of the employees during that period, Microsoft's senior
management felt the need to change some of its HR management practices at the company. These employees
thought they were not treated fair in term of compensation, performance and promotion. Cost-cutting
measures. Also Baker et al. In the early s, in an effort to improve its profit margins, Microsoft had to cut
several employee benefits. The enviourment we make in effects our moods. The disruption is due to the
resistance by people. Employee expectations gone done and were de-motivated by cost cut program. Most of
the big ones offer at least dental insurance along with general health insurance plans. Brummel also took a
very brave and most effective step; renovating the office. But low adaptation rate and criticism from industry
further de-motivated employees. However, a barrier commonly tied to this negative affect is emotions. Tech
companies offer different kinds of ks. New and existing workspaces are periodically assessed to ensure they
are constructed with sound design-for-safety principles and that controls are implemented effectively. As part
of this commitment: Professionals assess the safety risks of work activities and engage with workers and
management to implement safe work practices, hazard controls, and training to minimize safety risks. Health
Insurance The very basic health insurance plan is okay, but tech giants usually offer their employees
something more. Maslow cited in Ramlall hypothesized that there are set of five needs-physiological, safeties,
social, esteem and self actualisation as when one need is substantially satisfied next need becomes dominant.


